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Abstract. In the article settlement models of the buildings and constructions having periodic (regular) structure with a masses concentrated in nods are considered. Analysis method for finding modal frequencies of free fluctuations for step-periodic buildings are shown.
Let's consider design models of the multi-storey buildings and constructions having step and periodic structure. It is possible to carry buildings with the sizes of loadings and sections of load-carrying structures changing on height to such constructions. Changes on building height usually happen in such a way that sections of elements of designs and the size of loadings remain constants throughout several floors. Design models of such buildings and constructions can be presented in the form shown in fig. 1a . Calculation of a step and periodic design model can be reduced to calculation of separate components of periodic sites, having used a method of movements [3] . At the same time the main system should be formed by introduction of additional communications only in places of interfaces of periodic sites ( fig. 1b) . The received complex main system MATEC Web of Conferences 196, 01026 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201819601026 XXVII R-S-P Seminar 2018, Theoretical Foundation of Civil Engineering consists of multi-storey periodic sites, calculation of each of which can be executed by means of the receptions used for calculation of the periodic models which are not changing stepwise on height [2] .
Let's use the following designations: unknown harmonious movements in the direction of the entered communications
the reactions in the imposed communications caused p -oh the set external harmonious loading with a frequency  ,
The equality condition to zero total reaction in n -oh the imposed communication (the canonical equation of a method of movements) has an appearance Free fluctuations of step and periodic design models are investigated by means of the canonical equations (1) without absolute terms
(2) As these equations are homogeneous, for obtaining the values other than zero, it is necessary determinant from coefficients at unknown in these equations to turn into zero 
The solution of this equation  rather more simply than everything, apparently, can be found in the graphic-analytical way. When determining numerical values of both parts of equality it is possible to use tables or schedules of polynoms of Gegenbauer [6, 7] . 
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(9) It is easy to see that the condition of lack of a gap in movements in the place of contact of sites is satisfied in the most general case since.
(10) The common decision for free fluctuations is described by expressions 
In total 
The approach to a research of free and forced vibration of design models stated below in the form of chains of oscillators with a finite number of the masses (Fig. 3) 
(13) The solution of this system can be found in a look 
That the system (15) had a nontrivial solution, the equality condition to zero its determinant has to be satisfied 0
where expressions ) ( ), ( ), ( 
The polynom ) (
. For each free oscillation frequency there is a form of fluctuations corresponding to it. It is defined as follows: Generally the movement n -oh the mass of a design model is described by the following formula: 
Sizes nm A are determined by a formula (12).
Let's make a research of the specific building which rated scheme is represented in fig. 4 . m -number of weight.
The calculated movements ) (t z n in a surface appearance of movements of masses are shown in fig. 5 .
Fig. 5. Calculated movements of masses.
As the considered interval of time T matches the period extending the waves given on the drawing results completely describe movements of a design model and longwise, and on time.
